DANIELLE RALSTON
FOUNDER & CEO
INTEGRATIVE MASTER LIFE AND BUSINESS STRATEGIST

I am Danielle Ralston the founder/CEO of Be Boss Girl, LLC. the Umbrella for Organized
Operations, ADHD Boss Girls, SEO Link Machine and more.... and an award-winning marketing
& social media content writer, digital marketing agency owner, author and International
Speaker.

As a Business and Marketing Strategist everything I have built and continue to build is
tosupport our small business clients and allow them to cross off operations & marketing
from their to do lists. This allows our clients to focus on growth and profits while we do the
rest!
As a Integrative Master Life and Business coach I bring my clients my knoweldge ammased
from years of building busineses for myself and my clients, my confidence, mindset and
growth skills all combined with the data I have collected to work with them to create
growth in their own businesses.

As Seen On....

HELLLO@ORGANIZEDOPERATIONS.COM

SPEAKING TOPICS:
Success Topics:
How to create CEO success loop
strategies to hit growth levels
quickly and consistently
How to manage time, tasks, and a
growing business while still
having a personal life
How to stay motivated despite

MY IDEAL CLIENT
Coaches, Consultants, Service Providers, or

obstacles

Agency Owners that have been in business for
at least 2 years but just not reaching the
financial goals they really want to reach.

Business Strategy Topics:
How to create content to attract

We want to work with them to reach the
financial success they dream of.

your ideal clients with ease

Women who struggle to bring function to the

How to grow and scale a business

chaos of owning a business and balancing life,

from the start... or middle
How to build a team that is as
passionate as you are about your
business.

children, and self-care.
We are expected to do it all, have it all and
look beautiful doing it. But the reality is
harsher and we often feel so much shame
because of it.
I am here to teach them life doesn't have to be
so stressful and function is possible in our
chaos.

It Takes Courage to know when you need to invest in building a
better less chaotic life for yourself.
- Danielle

TESTIMONIAL
“I highly recommend Danielle- She is the bomb and a huge part of
why my business has grown over 400% this year, then all of 2020.
Again I HIGHLY recommend!” ~ Rebecca

